
Hash Flash without a Gash makes a hash of 

simple Flashing at diminutive Hash- Run 

2281, Killer, Everton Hills 

You may wonder wtf the heading means but really, who gives a toss. If 

you’ld turned up, as only 9 hardy hashers did to the waterlogged 

wetlands that was Everton Hills, you’ld have witnessed some 

photographic incompetence by the RA, who was also the songmaster, 

hash flash and scribe. Come back all others, such incompetence cannot 

last! 

To be honest, the trail was faultless, only because there wasn’t one. Well, why would you set one 

during a deluge?! Killer focused, quite rightly, on the nuclear hot mini spring rolls and the lumps of 

meat in sauce, posing as butter chicken, though with papadams. So, full marks for the hash mash, 

but sweet f*&^ all for the trail. In fact, as I recall, -5 from Chunda, who did run, but a diminutive 

distance, while hardy walkers: Cheesy, Sex Change, Overproof, Vampire and Smooth Ride and 

maybe Struq fuq (though hard to tell as he marched off) conduced a 

sizeable parambulation in challenging precipitant manifestations in the 

altitudinous environs of the suburbia that is Everton Hills. The 

cornucopia of damp delights was topped off by finding that the soon to 

be ex-GM Rabbi had mysteriously appeared like Mr Benn (UK kids show 

from 1971). 

It’s amazing how many charges one can get from a small and rather 

imperfectly formed group, but they flew thick and fast. Certainly the 

earliest ending, well, just before 8pm, for a while, but that didn’t detract 

from Killers efforts. Now on on to the AGPU on Sat, which, for 

everyone’s benefit commences from 2pm with the run starting at 5pm.  

Run report- Chunda- -5/10 

Long walk report- Overproof 4/10 

 

 

 

 

 

Charges 

• Cheesy- sobbing as he passed his 

former place of employment. 

Fellow hashers had to stem the 

tears.      

• Struq Fuq- egregious defamation of the RA by mistaking him for 

Dog, who wasn’t even there 

• Killer- considering having hash mash that didn’t involve using 

plates, then deciding otherwise, thereby making Vampire come 

from Redcliffe just to drop off plates. F****** inconsiderate! 



• Rabbi- Better never than late charge, turning up when all others had departed. 

(song- Oh penis head) 

• Vampire and Smoothride- for visibly wincing and cringeing while 

visualising Struq’s penis head during the song 

• Cheesy- taking a dive outside a library and taking some bark off, 

though the question must be asked what Cheesy was doing near a 

library? 

• Sex Change- forgetting as the hash flash to take some flashes, 

though fortunately he didn’t flash anything (no photo available as 

was missing selfie-stick!) 

 

Awards 

None to speak of (where the f*&^ are they Raw Liver? B-?) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Announcements 

• AGPU again (yawn!)- You know, 151 Rivergum Drive, 

Burpengary, 2pm for a 5pm start 

• Naming of Chunda’s latest addition- Luna Grace 

MacKenzie 

 

 

Next Week’s run 

Sex Change (grudgingly!     ) – That place in Northgate where we had the last run. 

 

 

 

 


